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NEW QUESTION: 1
A hardware failure affects a server in a datacenter. The server
is critical to company operation, and the hardware vendor is
out of stock on the parts needed to repair the server.
A network technician suggests replacing it with a server from
the warm site. Which of the following should the technician do
FIRST?
A. Outsource a hardware-certified courier to move the server to
the datacenter.
B. Check the DRP and BCP and talk to the company stakeholders
before making the decision.
C. Unrack the server from the warm site and move it to the
datacenter.
D. Order the parts from the hardware vendor and notify affected
users that the server will be down.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: C

B
C
D
A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Will this command ensure that overlay traffic between service
tasks is encrypted?
Solution: docker service create --network --encrypted
A. Yes
B. No
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
You need to find the differences between the jobs in the Test
project and theit older version in the Production project. You
discover that the Production project is on another domain. What
feature would find the differences in a job that is in a
project on a different domain?
A. Cross Domain Compare
B. Cross Project Compare
C. Export from the other domain and import into a project in
the same domain as the one you are working in.
D. DataStage Version Control
Answer: B
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